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law, but nevertheless the status that it creates in countries
where it obtains is far from being disregarded in English
proceedings.1
status     It is true, of course, as Scott L J. indicated in the passage
. ^d its cited above, that the consequences and incidents flowing from
incidents	y	,»       -i  <         i       /•       •         i	j	i •   i    •
dis- a particular status, as fixed by the foreign law^under which it
tingulwe kas arisen, cannot always be allowed full operation in England.
a C In Birtwhistle v. Vardill^ for instance, the case mentioned by
the learned Lord Justice, the claim of a person, lawfully legiti-
mated according to the Scots law of his domicil, to succeed to
a fee simple estate was disallowed, since it was an overriding
rule that an heir to English land must be born in lawful wed-
lock.2 Again, although the status of polygamy is recognized by
English private international law, such matrimonial relief as
may be incidental to it is not obtainable in England, since the
jurisdiction of the High Court in this regard is attuned to a
different form of marriage.3
two     The two authorities invoked by those who would disregard
decisions a status unknown to English law are Worms v. De Valdor*
French and In re Selofs Trusts,* both of which were concerned with
status of the French status of prodigality. By French law, an adviser,
prodigality	.,.,...	f	&-i{	r	j     i_      •
conseu judtciatrey may be appointed to safeguard tne interests
• of an adult person of extravagant habits. The judgment by
which this is done may prohibit the prodigal from compromis-
ing claims, borrowing, receiving money, alienating or mort-
gaging property and bringing or defending actions without the
collaboration of his adviser.6
In Worms v. De Valdor, however, a prodigal was allowed to
succeed in an action, brought in his own name and without
the collaboration required by French law, for the delivery up
of a bill of exchange, on the ground that the identity of the
person entitled to sue is a matter of procedure to be determined
by the lex fori. In the case of In re Selofs Trusts^ a prodigal
1 Infra, p. 308.   ^	2 Infra, pp. 435-7.
3 On the distinction between status and its incidents see Graveson in 26
Journal of Comparative Legislation and International Law (November 1944),
Pt. Ill, p. 27.	4 (r88o), 49 LJ. (Ch.) 261.
5	[T902] * Ck* 488; applied in In re Langlefs Settlement Trusts, [1961]
2 W.L.R. 41.
6	It is sometimes said that partial incapacities of these kinds should not be
classified ^as a status and that therefore they are not caught by the doctrine of
universality. This argument was demolished by Westlake, op cit., pp. 48-49.
*But what is status except the sum of the particulars in which a person's condition
differs from that of the normal person ?'; ibid., p. 49.

